
Ties ‘n’ Cuffs launch Australia’s first online shopping site with 
men in mind.

Ties ‘n’ Cuffs launched in late 2005, as an online shopping resource, by men, for men. 
Designed with the time poor, anti-department store male in mind, Ties ‘n’ Cuffs offers luxury labels 
at unbeatable prices in a no-nonsense shopping format that men will enjoy.

Ties n cuffs means the end of cartoon character boxer shorts and prepackaged ties and shirts, to 
which wives and girlfriends will heave a huge sigh of relief! 

Unique to this website and the first of its kind in online shopping, 
is the Online Stylist. 
Have no clue as to which colour shirt D&G’s latest Tiger’s Eye 
cuffs go with?

Jump onto tiesncuffs.com.au where you can match your chosen 
tie or cufflink to the business or dress shirts you already own. 
Then you can select a tie and see how the whole look works 
together. Purchase with your credit card and next day delivery is 
guaranteed. All this without leaving your home or office.

Started by two mates, when they couldn’t find ties or cufflinks as groomsmen for a friends wedding, 
Andrew and Phil envisaged a website that would do the hard work for them. No department store 
confusion and no sales people, just excellent quality labels at competitive prices in a format that men 
could understand.

“Men like us are label savvy, we know what we like and 
dislike. However spending hours in department stores is not 
our thing…I’d rather be having a beer. Having an online 
resource that we can access while at work, is the perfect 
solution.” Phil Kidd- Director

Additional to selling quality well known designer labels, 
tiesncuffs.com.au specializes in bespoke or corporate ties 
and cufflinks.
Ties ‘n’ Cuffs can custom make cufflinks to your exact 
specifications. Whether it be a corporate logo, initials or the 
date of your wedding anniversary, tiesncuffs.com.au, will 
work with you to produce a quality and outstanding accessory.

tiesncuffs.com.au is the first website of it’s kind, starting with the primary product of Men’s 
accessories, the website has the opportunity and the support to expand into all areas of menswear 
retailing.

Watch this space…  tiesncuffs.com.au
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